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NUCLEONICANALYSIS OF THE FUSION ENGINEERING
DEVICE CONCEPTUALINBOARD CONFIGURATION

by

W. T. Urban

ABSTRACT

Three differentnucleonic analyses of the Fusion EngineeringDevice inboard-

shield/toroidal-fieldcoil magnet configurationhave been performedusing the one-

and two-dimensionaldiscrete-ordinatescodes ONEDANT and TRIDENT-CTR. The three

calculationalmodels consideredwere a one-dimensionalcylindricalgeometry

model with a spatiallyuniform source, a two-dimensional(r,z) model with a

spatiallyuniform source, and the same two-dimensionalmodel but with a spatially

dependent source which is representativeof the expected spatial generationof

14-MeV neutrons in a poloidal cross section through the plasma. Each of the

calculationalmodels extended inboard to includeboth the inboard shield and the

toroidal-fieldcoil magnet and also to include enough of the outboard shield to

obtain a realisticrepresentationof the albedo from that shield. Results of

these calculationsare intercomparedand are used to evaluate the inboard-shield

design through a comparisonwith design criteria for the inboard toroidal-field

coil magnet.



I. INTRODUCTION

Prior to the neutronicsanalysisof a fusion reactor shield, the designer

must decide on the spatial dimensionalityof the model and the source representa- .
tion to be used in the calculations. As approximationsto the geometry and the

source are usually required,the question arises regardingthe accuracy of the ,
solution obtained. This report provides some insight to these problems for

the Fusion EngineeringDevice (FED) through a presentationof three different

neutronicsanalyses of the FED inboard configuration. Furthermore,results

from these analyses are intercomparedand discussed relativeto the design

criteria for the inboard toroidal-field(TF) coil magnet.

The three calculationalmodels consideredwere a one-dimensionalcylindrical

geometrymodel with a spatiallyuniform source, a two-dimensional(r,z)model with

a spatiallyuniform source, and the same two-dimensionalmodel but with a spatially

dependentsource that is representativeof the expected spatial distributionat

which 14-MeV neutrons are produced in a poloidal cross section of the plasma.

Each of the geometrymodels extended inboard to include the inboard shield and TF

coil magnet and also includedenough of the outboard shield to obtain a realistic

albedo from that shield. These calculationswere performedwith the one- and two-

dimensionaldiscrete-ordinatescodes ONEDANT1 and TRIDENT-CTR,2respectively.

The accuracy of a FED inboard-shieldevaluationis directly dependenton

how well the energy and angular distributionsof neutrons and gamma rays in-

cident on the shield are determinedin the calculation. This requirementindi-

cates a primary shortcomingof a one-dimensionalcalculation;i.e., the scattered

componentof the radiationas well as the source energy radiationincidenton the

inboard shield is in error because of modeling restraintsin the geometry and

source representation. For this reason less space is devoted to the one-dimen-

sional calculationalresults. However, enough are presented to allow compari-

sons with the two-dimensionalresults. Because of the unique modeling capabili-

ties of TRIDENT-CTRand the symmetryof the FED about its toroidalaxis, an ac-

curate representationof the plasma chamber and the surroundingshieldingcan be

achieved, thereby allowing a more accurate determinationof the energy and *

angular distributionsof the radiationincidenton the inboard shield. The ac-

curacy of the two-dimensionalcalculationsis then more heavily dependenton
,

the source model used in the calculation.

2



The ONEDANT and TRIDENT-CTRcodes used are availableto the fusion community

through the National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center (NMFECC)and the

Radiation Shielding InformationCenter (RSIC). Similarly,the Monte Carlo code

MCNP,3 which was used in normalizingthe discrete-ordinatescalculationsand

verifying the source modeling, as well as the codes for generatingcross-section

sets for the calculationsare availableon the NMFECC. Thus, the calculational

approachused should be generallyavailable to fusion reactor shield designers,

and the resultspresented in this report should be convenientlyreproducible.

An attempt has been made to extract as much useful informationfrom the

calculationsas possible. Quite often large calculationsare performed and only

those results that are immediatelyin demand are extracted from the calculated

results. The objectivehere has been to provide not only the ‘desired quantities

of interest”but also some of the more fundamentaldata in a form which may have

a wide interest for other fusion designers regardlessof whether they are

directly involvedwith the FED. Finally, an attempt has been made to make mean-

ingful comparisonsbetween the results from the three different calculations.

Organizationof this report is as follows. Section II contains a descrip-

tion of the geometricmodels and input parameters for each of the three calcula-

tions. A discussionof the normalizationis containedin Sec. III, followed

by a presentationof the results and intercomparisonsin Sec. IV. Conclusions

are provided in Sec. V.

II. CALCULATIONS

The one- and two-dimensionalcalculationswere performed to obtain the energy

and spatiallydependentneutron and gamma-ray fluxes throughoutthe FED inboard

shield and associatedcomponents. These fluxes provide the basic data from which

related quantitiessuch as heating rates, copper dpa, and other parametersof

interest can be obtained.

A. Geometry Cross Sections and Compositions

The FED configurationis shown in Fig. 1. Because of symmetry about the

torus equatorialmidplane, only the top one-half of the torus is shown. Figure 2

is a one-dimensionalslice through the model at the torus midplane which provides

more detail as to the materials and their thicknesses. The outboard shield,which

also includes the shield above and below the plasma region, is shown at less than

3
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Fig. 1. ConceptualFED configuration.

its design thickness. This reduced thicknessapproximationis possible because

only enough of the outboard shield was requiredto allow an accurate calculation

of the radiationwhich scatters from it and subsequentlyis incidenton the

inboard shield; i.e., it was includedonly to get an accuratealbedo from the

outboard shield. This outboard-shieldapproximation,which used a 0.45-m outboard

shield, was verified by one-dimensionalcalculations.

The nuclear cross sectionsused were generated from a standardLos Alamos

30/12-groupcoupled neutron/gamma-rayMATXS4 library (ENDF/B-V)using the TRANSX5

and MIXIT codes at the NMFECC. A P3 scatteringapproximationwas used and the

cross sectionswere transporL-correctedusing the Bell, Hansen, and Sandmeier
6methodology. The 30/12-energy-groupstructureis presented in Table I.

Isotopiccompositionsof the materials indicatedin Figs. 1 and 2 are listed in

Table II. .

.
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Fig. 2, Radial slice through the FED configurationat the
torus equatorialmidplane.

B. Two-DimensionalCalculationwith SpatiallyDistributedSource

This two-dimensionalcalculation, which used a spatially distributedsource

of 14-MeV neutrons,was performed using

was identical to that shown in Fig. 1.
.

the TRIDENT-CTR code. The geometricmodel

In this (r)z)model the z-axis was con-

gruent with the toroidal axis and the r-axis with the torus equatorialmidplane.

.
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TABLE I

30/12-ENERGY-GROUPSTRUCTURE

E-upper Group E-Lower
(MeV) (MeV)

E-Upper Group E-Lower
(MeV) (MeV)

1.700+01

1.500+01

1.350+01

1.200+01

1.000+01

7.790+00

6.070+00

3.680+00

2.865+00

2.232+00

1.738+00

1.353+00

8.230-01

5.000-01

3.030-01

1.840-01

6.760-02

2.480-02

9.120-03

3.350-03

1.235-03

4.540-04

1.670-04

Neu~rons

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

1.500+01

1.350+01

1.200+01

1.000+01

7.790+00

6.070+00

3.680+00

2.865+00

2.232+00

1.738+00

1.353+00

8.230-01

5.000-01

3.030-01

1.840-01

6.760-02

2.480-02

9,120-03

3.350-03

1.235-03

4.540-04

1.670-04

6.140-05

6.140-05

2.260-05

8.320-06

3.060-06

1.130-06

4.140-07

1.520-07

1.000+01

9.000+00

8.000+00

7.000+00

6.000+00

5.000+00

4.000+00

3.000+00

2.000+00

1.000+00

5.000-01

1.000-01

24 2.260-05

25 8.320-06

26 3.060-06

27 1.130-06

28 4.140-07

29 1.520-07

30 1.390-10

Gamma Rays

1 9.000+00

2 8.000+00

3 7.000+00

4 6.000+00

5 5.000+00

6 4.000+00

7 3.000+00

8 2.000+00

9 1.000+00

10 5.000-01

11 1.000-01

12 1.000-02

.



TABLE II

ATOM DENSITIESOF MATERIALS

Element
StainlessSteel 316

Ni
Cr
Fe
Mn
Mo

StainlessSteel 304
Ni
Cr
Fe
Mn

H
o

c

Cu

He

N-b

H
10B
1lB

c
o
Al
Si
Ca

Water

Carbon

Copper

Liquid Helium

Niobium

G1O CR Insulation

al.15 + 28 = 1.15 x 1028.

Atoms/m3

1.15 + 28a
1.67 + 28
5.44 28
1.75 + 27
1.51 + 27

7.40 + 27
1.77 + 28
6.06 + 28
1.76 + 27

6.70 + 28
3.35 + 28

8.03 + 28

8.46 + 28

2.21 + 28

4.07 + 28

4.41 + 28
3.46 + 26
1.40 + 27
2.21 + 28
2.52 + 28
2.11 + 27
6.50 + 27
2.81 + 27



Because TRIDENT-CTRuses triangularfinite elements,it was possible to accurately

model the taperedportions of the outboard shield and thus develop a TRIDENT-

CTR model identicalto the FED geometry shown in Fig. 1.

The TRIDENT-CTRspatialmesh is shown in Fig. 3. The mesh consistedof 26

bands with the number of trianglesper band varying from 67 to 92. The total

number of trianglesin the model is 2116. Group-dependentquadraturesets were
7

used with an S8 EQN set being the highest order. The selectionof quadrature,

number of bands, and trianglesper band followed that used for the two-dimensional

spatiallyuniform source calculationswith the exceptionthat a finer mesh

structurewas used in the plasma region to allow an accurate representationof

the spatial dependenceof the source. Boundary conditionsused were as follows:

1. A reflectiveboundary was used along the z-axis at r = 1.78 m (left

boundary). This is an approximationpredicatedon the truncationof

the model at this radius. However, it was determinedfrom one-

dimensionalcalculationsthat this approximationdid not influence

the results at the radii of interest.

2. A reflectiveboundarywas used along the bottom of the problem domain,

which is the torus equatorialmidplane and plane of symmetry.

3. Vacuum boundary conditionswere used along the right and top surfaces

of the problem domain.

300.

210.

100.

0.

+
I I I

* 1 I I
.

I I I I I I I I I I I I 4

Fig. 3. TRIDENT-CTRmesh for the spatiallydependent
source case. Dimensions in centimeters.
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.

A spatiallydependent source of DT neutronswas used. These 14-MeV neutrons

were entered into the calculationby putting the source into energy group 2, i.e.,

13.5 to 15.0 MeV. The functionalform of this spatiallydependentsource is

F= [1.0- (
0.~8a)2]2 ‘

(1)

where r = radial distance from the plasma center;
2

a = ao(cos fl+ b2 sin2 O)*;

a
o
= plasma minor radius, 1.3 m;

b = aspect ratio, 1.6; and

e = poloidal angle between the equatorialmidplane and r.

Figure 4 illustratesthe falloff of the source magnitude as a function of the

radial distance from the plasma center. It should be noted that the magnitude

of the source varies poloidallyas well as radially,but in Fig. 4 the poloidal

variation has been suppressedby plotting as a functionof (r/O.88a).

Considerableeffort was expended to insure that the spatial dependenceof

the source was introducedinto the TRIDENT-CTRcalculationin sufficientdetail

SpatL-aLLy Dependent Source DL.stributLon
1.0

0.8

0.6

I.-

0.4

0.2

0.0

F-[l.O- [r/0.f38a12J2

.0 0.2 0.+ 0.6 0.8

r/O.880
0

Fig. 4. Spatially dependent source magnitude versus
fraction of plasma radius.
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to adequatelyrepresentthe source. The adequacyof the source input was

verified througha comparisonof the source-energyflux incidenton the inboard

and outboard shields from TRIDENT-CTRto that from a Monte Carlo calculation

performedusing MCNP. This was believed to be an adequate test because in MCNP

the starting location is obtainedby sampling the cumulativedistributionfunction

based on the density functionof Eq. (1) and is not dependenton any type of

mesh structure. Figures 5 and 6 present these comparisonsat the outboard and

inboard shields, respectively. The fractionalerror (at the 68% confidence

level) of the MCNP results in Fig. 5 is ~0.02 and in Fig. 6 it is <0.04. The

agreementbetween the TRIDENT-CTRand MCNP results is quite good, particularly

consideringthe expanded scale of the ordinate scales, and thus provided a

measure of confidencein the way the spatial dependenceof the source was in-

troduced into the TRIDENT-CTRcalculation.

The TRIDENT-CTRcalculationwas normalizedto one source neutron. The

resultswere subsequentlyrenormalizedto reflect a design wall loading of

0.4 MW/m2 at the outboard shield as describedin Sec. III.

I I I I
r=6.31 m

J I ~Trident - CTR
I

MCNP/

0.7
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 o.e Lo

Height (m)

Fig. 5. Comparisonof TRIDENT-CTRand MCNP 14-MeV fluxes
incidenton the outboard shield for the spatially
dependent source case.

.
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> r = 3.31m
ii

: 0.9 —
t
2
z MCNP
.$ 0.7
~

$

0.5 ‘ I I I I
o 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

Height (m)

Fig. 6. Comparisonof TRIDENT-CTRand MCNP 14-MeV fluxes incident
on the inboard shield for the spatiallydependent source case.

c. Two-DimensionalCalculationwith SpatiallyUniform Source

This TRIDENT-CTRcalculationwas primarily the same as that describedabove

except that in this calculationa spatiallyuniform source was used. The geometry

model used was identicalto the model shown in Fig. 1 and was the same as that

used in the two-dimensionalspatiallydistributedsource calculationexcept that

fewer triangleswere used in the plasma region and one more band was used. The

spatial mesh used is shown in Fig. 7. The mesh consistedof 27 bands with the

number of trianglesper band varying from 67 to 83. The total number of tri-

angles in the model was 2062. Again, group-dependentquadraturesets were used

with an S8 EQ set being the highest order.
Q

This two-dimensionalcalculation

preceded the one describedabove and the selection of quadrature, number of

bands, and number of trianglesper band resulted from parametric studies.

However, this does not mean that the mesh is optimized,but rather that it is

adequate. Further reductionof the mesh above and to the right of the plasma

region could probably be possible without significantlycompromisingthe speed

of convergenceor the accuracy of the results.

A uniformly distributedsource of DT neutrons was used. These 14-MeV neu-

trons were entered into the calculationsby putting the source into energy group 2,

i.e., 13.5 to 15.0 MeV. These neutrons were produced with an isotropicangular

11
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Fig. 7. TRIDENT-CTRmesh for the spatiallyuniform source case.

distribution.

normalizedto

to unity over
.

The source volume was 138.6m3. The TRIDENT-CTRcalculationwas

7.324 X 10-3 source neutrons/m3s, which is numericallyequivalent

the source volume. The resultswere subsequentlyrenormalizedto

a 0.4-MW/mzwall loading at the outboard-shieldfirst wall as discussedin

Sec. III.

D. One-DimensionalCalculationwith SpatiallyUniform Source

The one-dimensionalcalculationusing a spatiallyuniform source was perform-

ed using the ONEDANT code. A cylindricalgeometrymodel based on Fig. 2 was used

in this calculationwith an outboard-shieldthicknessof 0.45 m. The calculation

was made using an S8 approximationand a P3 scatteringapproximation.

The 14-MeV neutron source was uniformlydistributedin the radial direction. A

reflectiveboundary conditionwas used on the left boundary~ and a vacuum boundary

conditionwas used on the right boundary.

III. NORMALIZATION

Both the TRIDENT-CTRand the ONEDANT calculationswere performedwith a

normalizationto one source neutron. The FED conceptualdesign specifiesa wall

loading due to 14-MeV neutrons of 0.4 MW/m2 at the first wall of the outboard

shield. Thus, both the one- and two-dimensionalcalculationalresults required

renormalization. Because wall loading is based on the outboard directed current

.
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of source-energyneutrons at the outboard-shieldfirst wall, a quantity not

directly obtained from the TRIDENT-CTRcalculations,the renormalizationfactors

for both the TRIDENT-CTRresultswere derived from calculations

performedusing the Monte Carlo code MCNP. This factor relates the outward

directed source-energyneutron flow (current)to the source-energyneutron flux

at the outboard-shieldfirst wall.

The relationshipbetween the current and the flux of source-energyneutrons

at the outboard-shieldfirst wall is a functionof the source geometry and its

spatial distribution. Therefore, separateMonte Carlo calculationswere made to

correspondto each of the discrete-ordinatemodels. Since it is source-energy

quantitieswhich are of interest,there is no need to track the particles after

they cross into the shield (eitherinboard or outboard). Thus, the particle

historieswere terminatedwhen they crossed into the shield regions. This is

an approximationin that there is a possibilityof neutrons making grazing

penetrationsof the inboard shield with no energy loss (no interaction). However,

the potential of this effect having an impact is very small, particularlygiven

that the angular distributionof neutrons incident on the inboard shield is not

tilted toward grazing angles of incidence.

The source representationsfor these three MCNP models were identicalto

those used in the correspondingdiscrete-ordinatesmodels except that for the

spatiallydistributedsource the Monte Carlo procedure sampled the discretized

cumulativedistributionfunctionderived from the source density functionof

Eq. (l). As discussedearlier, this is a more accurate representationof

the source as compared to the mesh approach used with TRIDENT-CTR,provided that

the source in adequatelysampled. However, in the previous discussionof Figs. 5

and 6 it was demonstratedthat both source models yield resultswhich were in

agreementat the plasma chamber/shieldinterface.

Monte Carlo calculationswere made with MCNP for each of the models, and the

results obtainedwere used in conjunctionwith the correspondingdiscrete-

ordinatesflux to compute normalizationfactors. The precise method used for the

TRIDENT-CTRnormalizationswere

NF . ~ OMCNP1 (2)
CMCNP @Tw ‘

whereK= conversionfactor (currentof 14-MeV neutrons/cm2s)/(0.4MW/m2),

13



$
MCNP

+~MCNP
= source energy MCNP neutron flux and current at the outboard shield,

and ~ = source energy (group2) TRIDENT-CTRneutron flux at the outboard shield.

The ONEDANT normalizationwas slightly different;i.e.,

SMCNP

NT=:
v
ODN ‘

(3)
MCNP

‘v

MCNPwhere the terms are the same except that the last ratio, Sv and S~DN, are

the volumetric source strengthsin the two calculations. If the exact same

normalizationprocedurewere used for ONEDANT as was used for the TRIDENT-CTR

calculations,the ONEDANT normalizationfactorwould be approximately10% higher.

The Monte Carlo calculationsalso provide some results that are of general

interestand also aid in explainingthe discrete-ordinatesresultswhich will be

presented in the next section. Figures 8 and 9 show the angular distribution

of neutrons incidenton the outboard and inboard shields, respectively. The

angle theta referred to in these figures is measured from the normal to the shield

surface, i.e., in a positive radial directionfor the outboard shield and negative

radial direction for the inboard shield. From these figures the following

observationscan be made: (a) for each configurationthe outboardand inboard

angular

shields

sharply

uniform

distributionsare not the same and (b) at both the outboardand inboard

the two-dimensionalspatiallydependent source case yields the most

peaked incidentangular distributionand the one-dimensionalspatially

source case yields the least peaked angular distribution. Additional

informationof general interest is provided in Table III wherein for each of

the three configurationsthe current, flux, and average angle of incidenton both

shields are tabulatedfor source-energyneutrons. This data supports the observa-

tions from Figs. 8 and 9. The figures and the table indicatedthat the flux to

current ratio is largest for the one-dimensionalspatiallyuniform case and

smallest for the two-dimensionalspatiallydependentsource case. Thus, even if

the source-energyfluxes incident on the inboard shieldwere the same, the cor-

respondingsource-energycurrent for the one-dimensionalspatiallyuniform source

would be the smallest. Also. the source-energyflux deep within the shield

and magnet would also be the smallestbecause the incident currentwas smallest

and it was less peaked into the shield, i.e., the incidentangular distribution

was more isotropic.

.
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TABLE III

MCNP NEUTRON PARAMETERSAT THE INBOARDAND OUTBOARD
SHIELD/PLASMACHAMBER INTERFACE

ONEDANT TRIDENT-CTR
Uniform Source (r,z)Dependent Source “

Outboard Shielda
-2 -1

Current (cm s )
-2 -1

Flux (cm s )

<Dc (deg)

Flux/Current

Inboard Shieldd
-2 -1

Current (cm s )
-2 -1Flux (cm s )

<8> (deg)

Flux/Current

,

1.90-6 (O.OO1l)b 2.96-7 (0.0074) 3.55-7 (0.0096)

4.15-6 (0.0026) 4.40-7 (0.0078) 4.48-7 (0.0098)

62.7 47.7 37.7

2.18 1.49 1.26

1.18-6 (0.0035) 2.38-7 (0.0115) 3.19-7 (0.0141)

3.06-6 (0.0060) 4.53-7 (0.0163) 5.10-7 (0.0205)

67.3 58.3 51.3

2.59 1.90 1.60

aAt r = 6.31 m.
b
Fractional error at the 68% confidencelevel.

cAveragepolar angle of incidencemeasured from the inward normal

to the shield surface.
d
At r = 3.31 m.

One importantconclusionto be drawn is that the relationshipbetween the

flux and current varies from the outboard to the inboard shield and also that the

relationshipis dependenton the problem geometry and the source representation.

Therefore,accurate normalizationof the calculationshould be based on calcula-

tions which correctlymodel the geometry and the source. Also, it should be clear

that simply normalizinga less rigorouscalculationat the inboard shield will

not necessarilyguaranteecorrectlynormalizedresults throughoutthe inboard

shield and TF coil magnet because it is the neutron currentmagnitude and angular

distributionthat determinesthe neutron fluxes deep within the shield and in the

magnet.
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Iv. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section contains the results of the two TRIDENT-CTR

form of contour and one-dimensionalplots of the neutron flux

calculationsin the

and total (neutron
.

plus gamma-ray)heating. In addition,there are intercomparisonsbetween the two

TRIDENT-CTRcalculationalresults as well as comparisonwith the ONEDANT results.

Finally, we compare the calculatedresults with the FED conceptualdesign criteria

for the inboard TF coil magnet. All resultspresented in this section have been

normalizedto a wall loading of 0.4 MW/m2 at the outboard-shieldfirst wall.

The reader’sunderstandingof the plots presentedwill be enhanced through referral

back to the geometricmodel as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

In the TRIDENT-CTRcalculations,no special attempt was made to handle any

radiationstreaming in the void gaps between the inboard shield and the TF coil

magnet, i.e., no special quadratureset etc. was used. There is a potential for

streamingparticularlyin the 0.28 m void between the magnet and the dewar. It

is recognizedthat streamingmay not be correctlycalculatedas discrete-ordi-

nates codes in general have difficultywith streaming in long, narrow void

channels. However, given the physics of the configurationsconsideredin this

effort, it is not expected either that streamingwill be overly significantor

that it impacts

sued further as

Results of

sented in Figs.

heavily on the conclusionspresented. This discussionis pur-

the individualcontour plots are discussed.

the TRIDENT-CTRspatiallydependent source calculationsare pre-

10 through 17. A contourplot of the total neutron flux is pro-

vided in Fig. 10. The saw-toothednature of the contours in the upper right of

this figure results from overlayinga rectangularplotting mesh onto the tri-

angular mesh within the slanted portion of the geometry. Figure 11 presents the

same total neutron flux contoursbut for only the inboard portion of the configura-

tion. At locationsbetween approximately2.0 and 2.5 m from the torus centerline,

i.e., at the void gap between the magnet and the dewar, there is some evidence

of streaming. On the basis of the physics of the problem, there is little reason

to expect significantstreamingover most of the axial extent of the void included

in this problem. Examinationof the flux profiles in the inboard shield indicate

that a more-or-lessconstant flux is entering the void gap. At large distances

(>z.o m) above the torus midplane, evidence of streaming is seen, and at higher—

elevationsit is logical for the streamingto become more predominantin the gap

17
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and in the materials immediatelyadjacent. Figures 12 and 13 provide contour

plots of the total heating for both the full and inboard portions of the problem,

respectively.

One-dimensionalplots of the total neutron flux and the total heating are

presented in Figs. 14 through 17. These plots provide a more detailed display

of the flux and heating rate variation through the inboardportion of the problem.

Figures 14 and 15 are radialprofiles at various axial heights of the flux and

heating, respectively. Similarly,Figs. 16 and 17 are axial profiles of the flux

heating, respectively,at various radial locations. The reader is directed to

Figs. 1 and 2 for a better understandingof the locationsof these one-dimensional

plots.

Figures 18 through 25 present similar contour and one-dimensionalplots of the

total neutron flux and total heating for the TRIDENT-CTRcalculationusing the

spatiallyuniform source. In particular,Figs. 18 and 19 are neutron flux contour

plots for the full configurationand the inboard shield/magnet,respectively,and

Figs. 20 and 21 are the correspondingcontour plots of the heating. Similarly,

Figs. 22 and 23 and Figs. 24 and 25 are one-dimensionalplots of flux and heating

as a functionof radius at various axial locationsand as a function of axial

height at various radial location, respectively.

The correspondingplots in each set of figures, i.e., Figs. 10 through 17

and Figs. 18 through 25, have curves which are similar in shape and magnitude.

Therefore,a careful examinationof the plots is necessary to identify the

differences.

Prior to looking at specific comparisons,it can be seen that for the spatially

dependent source case there is a little more evidence of streamingin the void

region between the magnet and the inboard shield and also that the contours in

the inboard shield have more curvaturewith height toward the plasma as compared

to the results from the spatiallyuniform source calculations. These differences

as well as those yet to be presented are traceable to the differencein the source,

which was the only differencebetween the two calculations. In particular,in the

spatiallydependent source case the source is more highly concentratedin the

center of the plasma chamber, thereforeyielding a more highly peaked source-energy

current into the shields at the equatorialmidplane. This results in higher

neutron fluxes deep within the shield and into the magnet as the 14-MeV neutrons

19
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Fig. 12. TRIDENT-CTRtotal nuclear heating (MW/m3)for the spatially
dependentsource case. See Fig. 1 for the geometric model.
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Fig. 13. TRIDENT-CTRtotal nuclear heating (w/m3) for the spatially
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dependent source case. See Fig.-l for the geometri~model_.
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Fig. 14. TRIDENT-CTRneutron flux versus radial distance from the torus
centerlinefor the spatiallydependent source case.

are the source (throughdown scattering)for all other neutron groups. In addition,

because the source is more concentrated,as opposed to the uniform source case,

the magnitude of the flux entering the void regionsbetween the inboard shield and

the magnet has more variation and thus the degree of neutron streaming is somewhat

more pronounced.

The ratio of total neutron fluxes, i.e., the spatiallydependent source case

flux to the spatiallyuniform source case flux, versus radius is shown in Fig. 26

at two axial locations, at z = 0.0 and z = 2.0 m above the equatorialmidplane.

These two curves illustratemuch of what was alluded to previously. In particular,

at z = 0.0 m the flux ratio in the shield and magnet is governed by the highly

21
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Fig. 15. TRIDENT-CTRtotal nuclear heating versus radial distance from the
torus centerlinefor the spatiallydependentsource case.

peaked 14-MeV neutron angular distributionincidenton the inboard shield of the

spatiallydependent source case and the mediating effect of the void regions.

At Z = 2.o m, the ratio appears to be a reflectionof that at z = 0.0 m, with the

spatiallyuniform source case flux dominating.

Figure 27 presents a comparisonof the neutron flux spectrumat the first

meshpoint in the TF coil magnet, i.e>~ r = 2.0925 m. It is seen that the two

spectra are nearly identicalin shape and that the spatiallyuniform case results

in slightly lower values. This result is consistentwith the previouslypresented

data.

A pointwise comparisonof data from the two TRIDENT-CTRcalculationsand the

ONEDANT calculationis presented in Table IV. The outboard-shieldwall loadings

are identicalas all three calculationswere normalizedto 0.4 MW/m2 at this

location. The ON_EDANTresults are clearly the largest at the carbon armor and
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TRIDENT-CTRtotal neutron flux versus axial height above the
equatorialmidplane of the torus for the spatiallydependent
source case.

the lowest at locationsinboard of the inboard shield, i.e., r < 2.66 m, whereas

the TRIDENT-CTRresults for the spatiallydependent source case are the lowest

and the highest at these same two locations,respectively. These numerical results

are consistentwith the effects of geometry and source representationdiscussed

earlier in this section and the incident angular distributionsfor each of the

three cases as presented and discussed in Sec. III.

Comparisonof the results presented in Table IV and the TRIDENT-CTRspatially

dependent source case contour and one-dimensionalplots, Figs. 10 to 17, to the
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the spatiallydependentsource case.

FED design criteria8provides an evaluationof the inboard shield with respect

to the TF coil design limits. In particular,the TF coil design criteria for

normal 8-telsa operationare: G1OCR insulationlifetimedose, 107 Gray; damage
-4

to the TF coil copper stabilizerfor 25% resistivityincrease,3.0 x 10 dpa

(8.6 x 1012 dpa/s); and nuclear heating in the inboardTF coil magnet, 5 mW/cm3

maximum. The

3.5 x 107 s.

copper dpa and G1OCR dose values are based on a reactor life of

The nuclear heating criteriaof 5 mW/cm3 is for the initial
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Fig. 18. TRIDENT-CTRtotal neutron flux (m‘2s-1) for the spatially
uniform source case. See Fig. 1 for the geometricmodel.

heating in the TF coil magnet structure, whereas the values in Table IV are the

initial values in the TF coil itself. Calculatedvalues at the first mesh

point in the TF coil magnet structureare slightly above the design criteria.

However, an integral calculationof the entire inboard TF coil magnet (coilplus

support structure)

before judging the

heating criteria.

v. CONCLUSIONS

should be made and compared to total refrigerationrequirements

adequacy of the inboard shield on the basis of the nuclear

In three differentdiscrete-ordinatescalculations,two differentgeometric

models and three different source representationsfor the FED have been considered.

Results of these calculationshave illustratedthe potential for underpredicting

nuclear responsesat the inboard TF coil using a one-dimensionalcalculation.

Furthermore,it was demonstratedthat a two-dimensionalcalculationusing a

spatiallyuniform source yields results in the TF coil which are higher than

those from a one-dimensionalcalculationbut slightly less than those obtained

from a two-dimensionalcalculationusing a spatiallydependent source. The

results at the inboard TF coil have indicatedthe adequacy of the conceptual
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Fig. 19. TRIDENT-CTRtotal neutron flux (m-2s-1)for the spatially
uniform source case. See Fig. 1 for the geometricmodel.

inboard shield to limit copper dpa and dose to the G1OCR insulationto less

than the design criteria. Nuclear heating results are slightlyabove the design

criteria,however, an integral calculationof the total heating in the inboard

TF coil and support structureshouldbe made to determine total refrigeration

requirementsprior to judging the inboard shield inadequateon the basis of

nuclear heating criteria. Comparisonof the incidentneutron angular dis-

tributionson the inboard and outboard shield has

of geometry and source modeling and, furthermore,

one-dimensionalcalculationsto obtain two-dimens:

throughoutthe inboard shield and magnet.
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Fig. 20. TRIDENT-CTRtotal nuclear heating (MW/m3) for the spatially
uniform source case. See Fig. 1 for the geometricmodel.
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Fig. 22. TRIDENT-CTRtotal neutron flux versus radial distance from
torus centerlinefor the spatiallyuniform case.
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